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The control rod effect has been experimentally studied in the Deuterium CriticalAssembly(DCA) by using annular absorbers that simulate control rods of the FUGEN reactor. a proto-type heavy-water-moderated, boiling-light-water-coolecd pressure-tube-type reactor. The DCA
cores for this experiment are of the 1.2%- 35U-enriched U0O lattices. and consist of 28-pin fuel
clusters arranged in a square array of 22.5-cm lattice pitch. The experiment has been carriedout with various control rod patterns and with varying coolant void fraction.

Experimental results were analyzed by the "absorption area method. " which was employed
In the FUGEN control rod design calculations. The calculated reactivity worth agreed with theexperiment within ±10%. The calculations somewhat overestimated the absorber worths in thenonvoided core and underestimated them In the voided core. This tendency was found to begreatly improved by considering the anisotropy effect in the migration area of the clusterlattice. The experimental results were also analyzed by the "logarithmic derivative method.This method more poorly predicted the worths, but described better the flux shape around the
rods

I. INTRODUCTION

:S . ! *'FUGEN (Ref. 1) is a heavy-water-moder-
tedX boiling-light-water-cooled, pressure-tube-

i,- type reactor. For reactivity control of this
ret or, 49 annular control rods (CRs) are to be

;"tised. A series of critical experiments was per-
4 formed in the Deuterium Critical Assembly2 (DCA)
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to study the physics of a heavy-water-moderated,
pressure-tube_.type reactor lattice.

For the design calculation of the CR effect, a
simple calculational technique is more desirable
as long as it is reasonably accurate. The method
adopted in the design calculation of the FUGEN CR
is the "absorption area method" (AA method) -
This method was independently considered for the
FUGEN CR analysis, but it was later found to be
equivalent to the one developed by Greebler.4

The direct full-core diffusion calculation was
also employed as an alternative, applying the
*logarithmic-derivative condition at the CR surface
(LD method). In this paper, the details on the CR
experiments are presented together with the cal-
culations made by the two methods.

'ii. IIURWITZ, Jr. and G. Mt. ROE, J. Nucl. Energy, 2, 8S
(1955).

4 P. GREEBLER, Nucl. Sci. Eng., 3, 445 (1958).
5S. PEARLSTEIN, Nucl. Sci Eng., 4, 322 (1958).
'R. W. DEUTSCli, Nucl. Sci Eng., 5, 150 (1959).
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1.' EXPERIMENT

II.A. Experimental Facilities

The cross-sectional view' of an experimental
annular CR is first shown in Fig.' l. The experi-
mental CR consists of small absorber elements
assembled in a doublb an'n-uluis.of '82-mn".--o.d.
Each absorber eleme'nt is' a' stin leAe-isteel 'tube of
3.58 i '0.03-mm i.d. and; 4.15';* 16.02-mm'"o.d.,
containing B.C of (70* id)% t boretical density.'

The lattice data, fuel cluste, and 'core layout
of the critical assembly are given I'6 Table I nd.
in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Th~e ic'res'used'ifor
the experiment were of the-'12%-enjiched '-U0'

lattices consisting of 28-pin fuel ciu'sti's 'tin
square arrays with a 22.5-cm pitch. The inter-
mediate coolant voiding, i.e.; 30, 70, and 86.7%"
void conditions, were simulated by'adjusting the
composition of mixtures of H20, D20, and H3 B0;in
such a way as to conseirvetihe Aslowing' down
power, {vi,, and the thermal neutron absorption
cross section, b.,tt.

The CRs were inserted in between the .fuel
assemblies through the "experimental hble',';(see
Fig. 3). A maximum of nines experimental ab-
sorber rods were inserted. -

Fuel pin

-Pressure tube

Fig 2. Fuel cluster.

II.B. Method of Reactivity Determination

Shown in Fig. 4 is the experimental proceduie
to determine the reactivity worth of the CRs (CR
worth). The worth is obtained by integrating
the calibrated moderator-level-worth curve bet'
tween two critical moderator levels with aid
without CRs in the core. Note that the critical
D2 0-moderator height is affected by the coolant
level in the fuel channel, and therefore the critic'a'
height is always adjusted to the condition of equai
moderator and coolant heights. The reactivity
coefficient of the water level, ap/ah, was
sured by a positive-period method. The ap/a~h
value is slightly affected by the CR strength (see
Sec. 1M.D) and also by the moderator-minus-cool-
ant level difference (MCD). The MCD effect onl

SUS-27 . was, in most cases, negligible under 'tieq
experimental condition such that IMCDI 5 15 cm:
This was' also examined by a one-dimensional'
diffusion calculation.

I

l;elenr
Air-' ''

irber
ient* II. C. Critical Buckling, B-

- Outer control tube (48 elements)

The relationship between MCD and observed';!;
critical moderator height was studied experi:8't
mentally. In most measurements, the MCD value rJ&:
was in the range from -15 to +15 cm, and this g
required a correction of the observed critical
moderator height in the range from +1.0 to'

mm). -2.0 cm.Fig. 1. Cross section of a control rod (all dimensions in
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DCA La

* Region

... i Cluster Diam: 11.

Am,- Pellet: UC

Clad: Ali

Radii of fuel rings: 13.

'-Coolant

Ingredient and

Coolant Void
Fraction

(% H2(

0 100
30 63.:
70, s 0 18.

, 86.7 0.,
100 0

Pressure tube 12.08-cm o.d., 0.2 cm V

F Air gap 13.25-cm o.d.

Calandria tube 13.65-cm o.d., 0.2 cm C

Moderator 99.50 mol% D2tO, 1.1048

* Lattice Square arrays spaced al

Core tank 300.5-cm l.d., 1.0 cm tl

A{.7 Grid plates Upper and lower, alumli

Lower absorber plate B4C + aluminum (therm

Temperature Room temperature: 20'

:The reflector saving in the axial direction, i.e.,
N{i''~ value, was obtained by the least-squares fit of

he r wire activation to a sine function. A
' ;' of copper wires were irradiated at the

'. Wcenter of both fuel clusters and moderator space.
;' .The least-squares fitting was made by a "peeling-

^ .off technique," and it was found that 6 approached
'an asymptotic value when activation data within

. '-0 cm of the core boundaries (top and bottom)
-1 *N'were excluded from the fitting. Measurement

:2 showed that the 6 value in the fuel cluster, OF, was
X I. slightly larger than that in the moderator, OM,

i '.e., by -1 to 3 cm in the nonvoided and in the
* ;O%-voided lattices. Strictly speaking, this phe-

P,.nomenon indicates a difficulty in evaluating 6
.'' evalues in a homogeneous treatment. A simple
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BLE I

ttice Data

Descriptions.

.68 cm, total number: 121

Da, 10.357 /cm3 , 1.48-cm diam,
204 wtx 23CJ-enriched uranium

iminum (Type JIS A2TI), 1.673-cm o.d., 0.85 cm thick

.13, 30.00, and 47.58 mm

D, H20 + D20 + HsBO3 (mixtures), 99.50 mol% D20, or air

Density of Void-Simulated Coolant

Weight (%)
Density

20 113 B03 Air (g/cm')

0 0 0 0.9981
2 36.8 0.0092 0 1.036
1 .81.9 0.0215 0 1.087
47 99.53 0 0 1.1048

0 0 100 0

hick, aluminum (Type JIS A2TI)

thick, aluminum (Type JIS A2T1)

g/cm3 (20-C)

t 22.5 cm

hick, aluminum (Type JIS A2PI)

anum (Type JIS A2P1)

ally black)

,.�' I

'Li

I; fit
"U'

q�. �

p1

Ii,
,�
'I t�

V

method was employed here to obtain the average
6 value for practical purposes. Assuming 'the
vacuum boundary condition (as is nearly the case
of the DCA core), one has

OF = 0.71/ZtrF

Om = O.71/ZtrM

6 = 0.71/Zt.

E, = [Zt.F(V )F + EtrM(V )OM/[(V1)F + (V)MI (

where thrF and Etrm are the transport cross
sections in each medium, St, is the cell-average
transport cross section, and (VO)F and (VO)M are
the volume integrals of the thermal flux in a fuel
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Fig. 3. Core layout showing the location of the experimental control rod.

A.I

channel and in the moderator. The celt-averaged4
6 is then given by

6 =[I (VO)M 1I I (VO)1
(VO)PJ/[6p M (V*)FJ

Since the values of 6 F, 6M, and 6 were
enced by the MCD value, the measured 6 F, 6Mi',and,
6 were always corrected to the MCD = 0 conditiO5i
and the results are shown in Table II. Experi4'
mental uncertainty of 6 values was estimated toObe,
within *0.5 cm. The uncertainty resulting fromidni
the application of Eq. (2) was not considered. . Th6;
values of 6 F and 6M were insensitive to the pres-%,j
ence of the CRs.

Fig. 4. Procedure for reactivity measurement. MCD is the V'
level difference between moderator and coolant, and th6
value = (Ap/Ah) (hc + 6)'.
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TABLE 11

Axial Reflector Saving and a Value
.

Axial
Reflector

Saving
(cm)

Measured
Range of Axial
Buckling, B.

(mn')
a Value'

(10-2 cents * m')
4- 1-- .

I'd70
I4;
;L f.6.7

UW

10.5

11.2

11.8

1 2 .4 b

13.8

39.6

39.8

53.2 - 0.788 B2(hC)

59.1

4 -9

5.4-8.2

4.7-7.6

7.1-7.4

2.4-6.278.0 - 1.31 B11(hc)

i.'For the buckling dependence of the a value, see Sec. I.D.
jbEstimated graphically.

he radial buckling in the clean core was also
rmined from the least-squares fit to a J0
lion of copper wire activation irradiated in the
er of both fuel clusters and the moderator.
activation traverse in the moderator space

Ited in the same radial buckling as that
Lned in the fuel space. The measurements
> done for nonvoided and 100%-voided cores,
the value was 2.40 ± 0.05 m 2 for both cases.
e, the radial buckling in the clean core was
med to be independent of the coolant void

where Mz is the migration area in the axial
direction, and M 2 , T, and L2 are the isotropic
values of migration, slowing down, and diffusion
areas, respectively (see the Appendix). The k*02
is related to keff by the well-known form, i.e.,
keff = k&/[(1 + TB2)(1 + L2B2)], and may be called
the "two-group multiplication factor in a finite
reactor." The k,*2, distinguished from k-o by
Richey and Oakes7 and by Ueda,8 depends slightly
on the buckling, B2, and the ratio ko*^/kW ranged
between 1.01 and 1.02 in the present cores."

The a value in Eq. (6) is buckling dependent,
and MZ2 and k*oz might be affected by the CR
insertion. Consequently, the behavior' of ap/ah
with CR insertion was also studied numerically.
A two-group, two-dimensional diffusion calcula-
tion was performed, and the core-averaged values
of M2 and k*02 were obtained with CRs in the core.
The M2/k*, 2, which is proportional to the a value,
was linearly related to the critical axial buckling
*3C(hc), and the ratio was found to be insensitive to
the position of CR insertion. Reactivity worth, Ap,
of incremental moderator level change, Ah, from
the critical height, hk, yields the ratio pip/Ah at a
level of h, + Ah/2 (Ref. 9). The a values at various
critical core heights were fitted to a linear func-
tion with respect to Bz(hc). Since the experimental
value of Ap by a positive period method was lim-
ited within -20 cents at most, the increment Ah
was only in the range from 0.2 to 1.0 cm. This
limitation caused an uncertainty of *3.5% in the
evaluated individual a values in the worst case,
which happened in the clean critical core. The
result of the least-squares fit would give more
accurate a values, with an uncertainty of about
*1.5%.

b7"Reactivity Coefficient of
;7 AWater Level, 8p/8h

.The moderator level coefficient is defined by
ap 1 1 akeif
n S .7 .
Wr Peff leff UrI

A 0i

be reactivity changes from pI to p9 due to wi
ipwal of a CR, and the negative CR worth at c(
alght h is given by

fh =A (a') dh (a- ) dh
Va . . . .h . .

th-
ore JI.E. Results of Reactivity Measurement

jlA( 0 )h - [a-h - (2a-ph)] dh ,

The axial critical bucklings, Bz(h) , together
with the CR worths at a fixed buckling, Bz =

- 26.11 m , are given in Table III. The maximum
correction made to the CR worth was 7% as a
result of evaluating the worth at a fixed buckling

(4) BZ2 = 6.11 mi 2 instead of BN(hc) in the actual ex-
periment. This happened in the 100%-voided core,

the but mostly such corrections were within the range
the of a few percent. The CR worth, p, at an arbi-
Rs, trary buckling, B.2, can be derived by using

Eqs. (4) and (5) and the a value of Table II.
the Experimental uncertainty in Bz(hc) is about

(ap/ah)A, (ap/ah)0 , hc, and hc are
vity coefficients of moderator level and
tl moderator heights, with and without CJ

,i ,respectively.
4'' If the axial buckling is given by i 2/(h + 6)2,

!.3.two group treatment of ap/ah becomes

. ap a
ah (h +6)r

{jt(I + 2TL B2)1. +:
Pefh ~ k.. .. C

(5)

(6)

7C. R. RICHEY and T. J. OAKES, Nuci. Sci Eng., 47, 40
(1972).

TVi. UEDAJ. NucL. Sci Technol., 12, 229 (1975).
'Since the relations, aplah a I /h3 and Ah << hc, hold in the

present work, the present first-order approximation is considered
adequate.
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I
-.-e - -iTABLE III

Critical Buckizg and Reactivity Worth of CRs
ft. ; -,,- ;:a ;j, , '''

. ' 'Crltical AxialBuckling, Worth In dollars, for
2 '1 _ _ __ _ __ _ '-.- ' M ,4 . 4 6.11

n, 4 '4 ' ' . -. :!Coolant'Void Fraction (%) Coolant Void Fraction (% )
£ Core Number Positio ot C, L; ''

N m e ofC s Psition of CM Loa ded 0 3867 7 0 30 70 8 . I
2
3
4
5

'6
17

'8

.9.

*.10 .
. 11
{12
13 '-

.. 1. .

'18

; 21'
*. i .

,22

23:,i

*0
.1

�1
:4 4 -.

.1
4.

44.

"2
.2"'.
2.

44
2.

1 . 444.4 '44

- .4.1..-1'

<Ci�4 �

.5

44 74

8.
�4.. '4.

8.
44 4:

9

-IDI'
.301D
,3D3 ..

'5D7 ' 1

.1 8 + 1 0 1I

,5137' 507 '.

'SAl -i BI 5C5 'IDJ

3A345BtC435i+-'~-
3A34 553 +5ICl '+`3D-5. '5

3 A 3 +'5~B S +' i C I + 3Dt S

1BA+I3 + B5B.301IC~1.5C1&.4-

1; 5 3.ICBS + 531C ' CI+5C

,3A3 + 1153 + 5B3.+ 3D1 +t Sd ..

'305 +1ICS 4sc5 d5
3A3 + 153,.+ 513 + 3D1 + idi +
5CI '+ 3D5 '+ IC5 + 5C5 S",~t

867

7,'92'
B4.02

.8.12,W

,,8.,2278.27

'.'32'
7 43 '

i7359
.8.29'

7 .44

i6.60

t1:84''

i; '-''

5.36

4.91

4.49

4.30

8.37

7.65

7.54

6.83

7.30

6.65

7.94

'8.20

7.06~i ..
7.33

-8.01

6.51
6.01

6.33

5.58

7.12

7.38

6.26

6.52
7.19

5.71
5.26

6.92

6.35

6.11

5.49
5.59
5.67
5.73
5.78
5.95

5.00
5.08
'5.21
5.77
5.08
5.02

4.49
4.12
4.22
4.37

3.75

1.51
1.29
1.08
0.90
0.79
0.34

2.70
2.48
2.15
0.76
2.46
2.63

3.80
4.85
4.51
4.15

5.67

1.45

0.85

0.33

2.64

2.09
0.71

1.69

1.00

2.07

1.28

2.99

0.40

3.07

2.44
0:84

2.23
'1.89
.1;66)
L1;37

0.5'

4.05

'3 24t
1.2
37439i7

5.9g

6.97
68'46
, IM
8-,7.7

I
I

4

i

I3.7i 1 4.44
4.76 5.54

5.53

4.81

4.11

5.61

4.86

6.68

. _
_ _ _ _ .. _

*0.07 mr2n, and 'relatire errors of the' 'reactiity
measurements vary around 2.0 to 2.5%, depending
on',the' v'oid con'diUons.> '; ' ' 4;'- X

.The--'vorths' of the individuall outer ax-d tinner
annulus z r' . measur'ed at the positioh
iCl' (see. Fig;.3) b the n'nvoided core,.anwditas
found that-the worith 1fr the outeon aer
by.-.olnhy 2% 'tiha 1 -the 'gu auusi ahiie

0 -. 44 , . t 4
th~at-for'the inner onie" a~lo'ne''w"as'mie.'-~

JIL.F.'Flux-Traverse i : j, 1: ¶ .

For;'cores having a multiple -number of CRs,
*activation '.-traverses were made ..by. Iirradiating
copper...wires .at the centerss of the fuel clusters.
Since the irradiation was done 'without any filters,
these -measurements !include i the_ 'effect t1 of the
epithermal ,neutrons. However, the relative 'acti-'
vation shapes may be regarded as those by pure
*thermial -neutrons -within ,experimental .-accuracy,.
because 'the ' cadmium'. ratio' of the copper.. wire

3.28 6.62 'i; .

3.23 6.70 10 79 r

2.91 7.52 12.05 4

2.59 8.37 13 33

2.38 8.75 14.16r

activity was in the range of -18 to 22 all overrthe.ta
core. Irhe results of these flux traverses are.i-i
shown in Table IV.

III. CALCULATION

III.A. Method of Calculation

The design' calculation of the FUGEN CRMi5-I
based on the AA method.4 Interference effectW'ot
multiple 'CRs is taken into the "absorption areas'
by 'adopting- the "controlled super-cell" modelJ' i
and by 'applying a flat boundary condition atf'its.~
outer! surfa'ce. The direct full-core diffusion'cal .4t
culation applying the LD method at the surface aif '
a CR requires 'much computer time when multipleti
CRs are' inserted in various rod patterns. The L)

method may be useful, however, as an alternativeO,
since, it better reproduces the flux shape near the ,.' '-

CRs. The procedure 'of the calculations is shownfl"'-i
in Fig. 5. Three-group tell constants were ob14 7

r 1 .4j4 u5j

I

I.

II'
41

44

M
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TABLE IV

Activation Traverse Data

Coolant Relative Activation Rate at the Center of Fuel Cluster
Core Void Remarks and

iNufluber t 8C8 6C6 4C4 2C2 0 2A2 4A4 6A6 8A8 Statistical Error

0,100 0.25 0.52 0.75 0.93 1.00 0.93 0.75 0.52 0.25 Radial reflectori;:0 0. 7 saving: 15 cm

f 9A8 100 0.47 0.89 1.19 1.29 1.29 1.25 1.13 0.82 0.45 0.5%

9B 100 0.36 0.64 0.66 0.87 1.29 0.86 0.65 0.62 0.33 0.5%

i 18 100 0.37 0.52 0.79 0.93 1.11 1.20 1.15 1.18 0.63 0.5%

0 0.15 0.24 0.34 0.59 0.77 0.79 1.15 1.27 0.65 0.7%
22 100 0.24 0.31 0.41 0.69 0.85 0.82 1.07 1.21 0.74 0.5%

0 0.09 0.16 0.21 0.25 0.42 0.64 1.05 1.25 0.63 0.7%
100 0.19 0.25 0.29 0.34 0.51 0.72 1.07 1.24 0.77 0.5%

,, Two CRs were inserted in Core 9A at positions 3B3 and 3D3 and in Core 9B at positions 3A3 and 3C3.

A'tliiied by a METHUSELAH-II code. 0"' 2 It gen-
i. 'ates fluxes, reaction rates, group constants,
*im'uitiplication factors, etc., of a cluster lattice in
,.ive energy groups (three fast and two overlapping
Wtiiermal groups), and also in two groups (one last
6iid one thermal group).

X ; in the CR analysis, three-group approximation
-tsemployed. The "fast group" is a collapse from

two fast groups covering the energy range of
tsI'.1O MeV to 5.53 keV, and the epithermal group is

l 8.,* ethird group of the code.
l .It is assumed that the CR absorbs only epi-

.,;gijthermal and thermal neutrons. A controlled su-
) ipr-cell model is considered to obtain the linear

t extrapolation distances into the CR surface.
[fis The super cell consists of four fuel assemblies

$bwith a CR in their center. The super cell is
3fils cylindricalized and calculated by the one-dimen-
.t-{ vsi6nal transport codes THERMOS (Ref. 13) for

, rmal regions and DTF for epithermal re-
t@'gions.1 4 To homogenize each annular region, the

J. BRINKWORTH and 3. A. GRIFFITHS,
>.,*'METHUSELAH-Il, A Fortran Program and Nuclear Data

iY. Library for the Physics Assessment of Liquid-Moderated Reac-
,+;. tors," AEEW*R480, U.K. Atomic Energy Authority, Winfrith
(xx*-4 11966).

x.'. i) FIR. ALPIAR, "METHUSELAH-I, A Universal Assessment
-P Programme for Liquid Moderated Reactor Cells, Using IBM 7090
or. STRETCH Computors," AEEW-R135, U.K. Atomic Energy
Authority, Winfrith (1964).

127M. J. BRINKWORTH, "METHIUSELAH-III, A Fortran Pro-
mani and Nuclear Data Library for the Physics Assessment of

Li}quid-Moderated Reactors," AEEW-R631, U.K. Atomic Energy
,8 %Authority, Winfrith (1969).

' It. C. HONECK, "THERMOS, A Thermnalization Transport
Theory Code for Reactor Lattice Calculation," BNL-5826,
"Brookhaven National Laboratory (1961).

; .9 i1 4B. G. CARLSON et al., "DTF Users Manual," UNC Phys/
Math-332 1, Vol. l, United Nuclear.Corporation (1963).

atomic number density was adjusted in such a way
as to conserve the effective reaction rate consid-
ering the fine structure of the thermal-neutron
flux distribution.

In the case of a direct full-core diffusion cal-
culation in X-Y coordinates by the LD method, the
cylindrical CRs were converted to the effectively
equivalent square rods, 6.95 X 6.95 cm in cross
section, based on the Hurwitz proposal,' but with
use of linear extrapolation distances calculated
for the annulus.

Fig. 5. Flow diagram of calculation.

El
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III.B. Linear Extrapolation Distances, di

The extrapolation distance, d3, for thermal
neutrons is estimated from the thermal flux dis-
tribution around the CR and the abs6rptibn rate
'in the CR. The total thermal-neutron absorption
(XRe3-) in the CR annulus is equal to the 'integral
neutron current into the annulus through the outer
and inner surfaces. The linear extrapolation
distances, d3, into the CR annulus at both surfaces
are assumed to be equal and are given by

Then, epithermal and thermal fluxes obey

V 2 - (l/L2)02 + Q/D2 = 0

V203 - (l/L3)0 3 + (Ed2/D3 )0 2 = o ,

where L2 and L, are the diffusion lengths
epithermal and thermal neutrons, D2 and D3 -

the diffusion constants, Zsd2 is the slowing de
cross section from epithermal group, and Q is
fast-neutron slowing down source. The bound
conditions applied for these equations are

d3 = ~--(S0.2030u + sl!3 (7) 1. the logarithmic-derivative boundary Cl
tion at the CR surface

where Xt3 is the transport mean-frie-path, near
the surface of the annulus, and S.;,,ii and Sjn are the
areas of the outer and' inner surfaces, ;respec-
tively. i .

The extrapolation distance, d2, for epitherrnal
neutrons is evaluated by considering the epi-
thermal flux distribution, absorption rate, and
slowing down rate around the CR. The total epi-
th'ermal-neutron removal in ''the" cylinrical CR
(16) is the sum of the abs6orbeip ithe~r'al nieu-
trions and the slowed dowvn'o6s~s tf'6h1 therrmai
group subtracting the slowed down gain from'the
fast group. It ethe"'atdthtroal-
neutr'on current into the CR. The n is gvhe ' ghgien
by *. ;,"

2. the flat boundary condition at the
boundary of the super cell.

The second condition expresses the shadowini'
effect of the adjacent CRs spaced uniformly. *' 1

The epithermal and thermal flux distributions
obtained as solutions of Eqs. (10) and (11) yie'l
the absorption areas for each group of neutrons

A 2 = 2v~roL2[a(2) + dz/L 2 ]-
1

= 2rrOL3 {[L2( L )]1-[a(2) + d2/L 2 -I

+ C[a(3) + dVL3]-l }

d2 = -RI 2Su¢t i, ,, (.8)

where X,,2 is the transport mean'-fiee-path of
epithermal neutrons in the outer medium.

where

C = 1 - a'(2)[a(2) + dz/L 2 ]-

C = 1 - (1 - L:/L1)-'[a(2) + dd/L2][a(2) + djzL 2 f'

III.C. Absorption Areas, Ai (i

The total number of slowing down neutrons in
the super cell is proportional to its area, and
some fraction of slowed down neutrons' is 'ab-
sorbed by the CR. The absorption area is there-
fore related to the totallnumber of neutrons lost
to the CR, and it is expressed in terms of the
equivalent area of slowing down source neutrons.
For the i'th-group neutrons, it is given by

.i) =Ii(Ro/Li)Ko(ro/L,) + K(Ro/L,)Io(ro/1Li)
I=(Ro/Li)K1 (ro/L,) - KL(Rlo/Li)I1(ro/L;)

O"(2) =Ih(Ro/.L2JKo(Ro/L 2 ) i 14 (R0 /L 2)IO(Ro/L 2 )
11(RD/L 2 )K1 (ro/L 2) - K1 (Ro/L 2 )I1 (rd/L2 )

A i=th-group neutron absorption in the CR
A slowing down density into the i'th group

= -27rroJi(ro)/Zsdi-Oi- ,

where ro is the radius of the CR and -Ji(ro) is the
neutron current into the CR surface. To evaluate
the Ai's, it is assumed that

1. The fast neutrons are not absorbed by the
CR and the slowing down source distribution
to the epithermal group is flat.

and where Io, II, Ko, and K1 are the Bessel func-T3
tions, and Ro is the radius of the super cell. Noted\
that the shadowing effect of the adjacent CRs on! :g
the absorption areas depends mainly on the ratios,:t
Ro/Li. In the DCA experiment, Ro/L 2 and Ro/4 'ilk
varied in the range from 2.7 to 3.9 and 2.7 to 2.9-,N
respectively, as the void fraction varied. There -
fore, the loss of -absorption areas due to the
shadowing effect of adjacent CRs is expected to beck
-p2% at most. 'Absorption areas become relaxant
tively insensitive to the super-cell radius greater r'
than a few diffusion lengths, and an example of:.
such behavior is shown in Fig. 6.

¾ZX:

! I

'I''I'

2; The flux in the super-cell calculation is
function of the radial distance (r) only.
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In most of the present analyses, the "reduced
fission sources" are used for the controlled
super cell.
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:l: Fig. 6. Variation of absorption areas normalized to Al(-)
ving no shadowing effect.

^-!;

7ID. Reactivity Calculation

i 5 " The three-group diffusion equations in the
Vreactor can be described in the forms

r. -D1 V2S1 + ZSd101 + Eai 01 = vE1101 + PE/20 2 +v4 33

If I (18)

. D2V2 2 + ZSd20 2 + SI202 = P2Z~dI , (19)

- --D3 V203 + Z303 = F 3 ZSd20 2  , (20)

i vhere

The calculated results are shown in Table V
as compared with the experiments. Although flux
tilts were present in the DCA core as shown in
Fig. 7, the calculations of reactivity worths using
the AA method agreed with the experiments within
about *10%, and the method seems simple and
effective enough to predict the CR effects.

The disagreement between the AA method and
the LD method can be explained as follows:
Hurwitz assumed a black absorber model, where-
as the actual absorber rods are rather gray to
epithermal neutrons even though they might be
considered black to thermal ones, and the effec-
tive "cylinder-to-square" conversion as proposed
by Hurwitz does not seem sufficiently valid for
epithermal neutrons. From the physical under-
standing, the logarithmic derivative boundary con-
dition to the square edges of gray absorbers must
become a more penetrative one, but this is not
taken into account in the analysis of the present

l Measured
Calculated by absorption area method
Calculated by internal boundary

condition
4',

I 3Control Rod

Co r takCnero.oe0oetn

I,.

40 I 3A 1C C

Radial position

Fig. 7. Correlation of measured and calculated thermal flux
shapes in the 09a-voided core with nine CRs fully inserted (see
Table 111, Core 23).

g and where Ac is the area of the super cell.
th The last equation expresses the reduction rate

I' * 1.f' the slowing down source neutron to the i'th
-; energy group due to the CR in the super cell. If

the flux distribution is represented using the
:`super-cell buckling, i.e., V 2 0i = -Bib;, the reduced

. fission source in the followinE form also gives the
-,; correct multiplication factor, instead of adjusting

--,slowing down source neutrons, i.e.,

El
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TABLE V

CR Worths

Coolant Void Experimental Calculated Value (dollars)
Core Number Fractilon Results

Number of CRs (%) (dollars) AA Methoda LD Methodb '

.0 1.51 1.646 1.875
2 1 100 : 2.23 2.069 2.394 my

5 1 .0 0.90 0.971 0.986 V

10 2 0 2.15 2.313

15 4 .0 4.85. 5.247 5.578

20 8 0 6.70 7.379

21 8 ' 0 7.52 8.324

22 8 .0 8.37 9.272 9.658 ;

23 9 .,0 8.75 9.790 10.058 X
, 100 14.16 12.269 13.742

.. ... I ?1
mAbsorpUtn area method.

bDiffusion calculation with logarithl ;ic-derivative condition.

. I. I , I : I . .

work and is suspected to be the reason'for over-
estimating reactivity worths of:the absorbers in
the LD'method compared to the AAmethod; ;

On the other hand, the AA method calculates
a balance of neutron absorptions with a cylindrical
absorber rod at the center of a super cell, and
hence it seems to give a better reproduction of
reactivity worth, but sacrifices the description of
flux distribution close to the absorbers.

The CR worth in the voided core was found to
be larger than that in the n6nvoided-core. This
result is physically attributed to the-larger diffu-
sion area in the voided core.

An example of the calculated thermal-neutron
flux distribution with nine control rods in the non-
voided core (Core 23) is shown inFig. 7 together
with the measurements. The agreement between
the experiment and calculation was 'found reason-
ably good. The direct whole-core diffusion cal-
culation with the logarithmic-derivative boundary
conditions at the rod surface (LD method) yielded
better flux distribution, although it required more
computer time. Similar results were also ob-
served in other cores with different control rod
patterns.

nber of CRs is sensitive to these results. T e
lant-void dependence of CR worth can
erpreted by a two-group CR theory by Weinbeigk

a 1.15 '. '

With a slight rearrangement of the formulaj
en in Ref. (15), the central CR worth is givez;-2

p = (a/2T'2)A B('

ABz = (7.5/R 2)[0.116 (1 + T/L2 )

+ (T/L4)ln(L'/MReuf)

+ ln(R/2.405 Reff)]-1 ,

ere R is the effective core radius (155 cm
DCA core) and Reff is the effective radius
(3.5 cm in the present study). The CR is

;umed to be black to thermal neutrons, 'btii
,nsparent to fast ones. A numerical stud A
)wed that the experimental a value, inciudiialg
sotropy of M2, reproduced the void dependence6
CR worth very well, but the calculated a values
ich neglects the anisotropy of M2, did n'or'At
.iation (25) reproduced the void dependence 48j?

X satisfactorily by employing the calculated .. ; e
I L2 given above. Equation (24), with the cal-'w
ated a value, overestimated the CR worth by,$
L% in the nonvoided core and underestimated'it '
-20% in the 100%-voided core.

"S. GLASSTONE and M. C. EDLUND, The Elements oft'
,lear Reactor Theory, p. 325, D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., New
rk (1952). o

X.A

IV. DISCUSSION

IVA. Variation of CR Worth with
Coolant Void Fraction

' Table III shows that the CR worth increases,
but the AB! value decreases, as the coolant void
fraction increases. Neither the position nor the
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'V;B. Estimation of Anisotropy of
i,1,> Migration Area, MA

Ag s discussed in the preceding section, the
Kt^;lnijsotropy of M2 may play an important role in
.the CR-worth evaluations. In the two-group ap-

( iproximation, the a value at criticality is given by
.5 <$q. (6). The values of k0*02 and M2 (isotropic) were

... jexperimentally determined elsewhere.8 The cal-
ilated k.02 was higher than the experiment by 1 to

'sI, and the calculated A? agreed with the
.Speriment M2 (isotropic) within *7%. The ratio

.MYMZ can be calculated from Eq. (6). The values
2* 6g '2/M2 obtained in this manner are 0.95 and

Jjt16 for the cores of 0 and 100% voids, respec-
.ely. Since the isotropic value of M2 is esti-
*mated to have uncertainty of about ±6%, and the a
(lue of ±1.5 *to 2%, and since the value of feff

ig~ht have some systematic uncertainties, the
:',Z/M? evaluated in this way may not yet be well
4 efined for a precise study of migration isotropy.
The Mz2/M2 value, however, is useful to interpret
the; difference of CR worth between experiment

B~d' calculation; but no corrective method is yet
.tablished to evaluate such an isotropy effect.

C. Change of Reactivity due to Changes in
a~ Delayed Neutron Parameters

S <Delayed neutron parameters (DNPs) play es-
sential roles in the determination of reactivity.

,The values of Peif employed here were 0.00725,
W-.'00723, 0.00723, 0.00726, and 0.00732 for the
2.cores of 0, 30, 70, 86.7, and 100% voids, respec-

! tiely These were obtained by using the DNPs in
.,Refs. 16, 17, and 18, the self-shielding factor of
gamma rays in the fuel cluster, Fy = 0.23, in

(t 7. ef. 19, effectiveness factors y's for delayed and
C 7-.photodelayed neutrons calculated with use made of

'the Gwin formula," and experimental 286 in Ref.
'..A2I., The slight variation in &eff with coolant void
-,f-faction was due mostly to considerable -variation
WtiJ i the 286 value, since y ranged between 1.01 and

and was insensitive to the void fraction.
-, The DNPs have been reevaluated extensively in
recent works. Among such studies, the DNP sets

Ty omlinson,22 Evans-Thorpe-Krick (ETK),a3 and

A. R. KEEPIN, T. F. WIMETT, and R. K. ZEIGLER,
.;Thys. Rev., 107, 1044 (1957); see also G. R. KEEPIN, Physics of
,Nuclear Kinetics, p. 73, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc.,

.- tiS Reading Massachusetts (1965).
17 S. BERNSTEIN, W. M. PRESTON, G. WOLFE, and R. E.

t 1SLATrERYPhys. Rev.,.71, 573 (1947).
18W. K. ERGEN, "Hard Gamma Emitters among Fission

i Fragments" ANP-59, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (1951).
,-'w..: ? ;9Y.KANEKO,J. NucL Sc. Technol.,8, 34 (1971).

:i "Reactor Physics Constants," ANL-5800, 2nd ed., p. 443,
Argonne National Laboratory (1963).

2 H. SAKATA, Y. HACHIYA, K. SHIBA, N. FUKUMURA,
.. and A. NISII, Trans. Am. Nuci. Soc., 16,267 (1973).

Cox24 were examined, and the extent of their influ-
ence to the evaluated CR worths (dollar and &k/k
units) were studied. The result of such investi-
gations were that both the Tomlinson and the ETK
sets resulted almost in the same dollar reac-
tirities as those shown in Table III, but the dollar
reactivities from the Cox set were smaller by 2%.
Both the ETK and the Cox values resulted in
larger Ak/k reactivities by 3.5%, and the Tomlin-
son results were larger by 4.2% than the evalua-
tions based on Keepin' 8 and others.1 '18  These
numerical examinations show that the DNPs may
possibly cause an inevitable uncertainty in the
experimental reactivity worth evaluations.

V. CONCLUSION

A series of CR experiments was performed
in a heavy-water- moderated, pressure -tube-type
critical facility, DCA, to study the physics of the
annular CRs to be used in the FUGEN reactor.
Reactivity worths of the CRs were determined
from the difference of the critical core heights
with and without the CRs. Flux traverse mea-
surements were made in various core config-
urations. The experiment was carried out. by
changing the CR patterns, and void fraction of
coolant in the cores of 1.2%-enriched U02 lattices
of 28-pin clusters in square arrays spaced at
22.5 cm. Anisotropy of migration area, M.2/M 2,
was estimated from a series of measurements to
understand the possible causes resulting in the
difference of the CR worth between experiment
and calculation.

Calculations were mostly done by the AA
method, which was employed in the design calcu-
lation of the FUGEN CRs. Although flux tilts were
present in the DCA core as shown in Fig. 7, the
calculation of the CR worth agreed with the
experiments within 10%. The calculation tended
to somewhat overestimate the worth in the 0%-
voided core and underestimate it in the 100%-
voided core. This tendency was greatly improved
by taking the anisotropy of migration area M2 into
consideration. The AA method calculations were
supported by the direct full-core diffusion calcu-
lations applying the LD method at the surface of
the CR. The LD method predicted better flux
shape near the control rods, but slightly poorer
CR worths.

22L TOMLINSON, "Delayed Neutrons from Fission-A
Compilation and Evaluation or Experimental Data," AERE-
R6993, U.K. Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell
(1972).

23A. E. EVANS, M. M. THORPE, and M. S. KRICK, NucL.
Sc. Eng., 50, 80 (1973).

* 24S. A. COX, "Delayed Neutron Data-Review and Evalua-
tion," ANL/NDM-5, Argonne National Laboratory (1974).
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APPENDIX

TWO-GROUP REACTIVITY COEFFICIENT
OF MODERATOR

The two-group critical equations for'a single-
region reactor with leakages in the r and z
directions are

(Z4d + Ed + D,,B,2 + DuzB.)01

= (YE/1 + vE1200)/kef ,; (A.1)

(Z., + D0,B. ,+ A.2.~)O2= ^0

where notations are all conventional;
The kfrr obtained from 'these equations is

keff = k*0/f (1 + TB2 + T.B1)(1 + L2B2 + L2B2)]

(A.2)
where

k* 77f-p-E ,

7f = PE12/12 . P = BS.(2d +

E = 1 + (l/177)(vTZ1J25d1)(l + -+LBj.

T.= D1 /(,di + 4X1) , =Dj,/ 4

Tz= Ds/(Tdj + Za) , L. =D2 2 /Z 2

- i (A.3)

If one considers the case thait {he axil buckling
is slightly increased from B?.to

)A

.

et al.

thereby keeping the constant radial buckling ,
the k*02 is obtained from Eq. (A.2) by setting 4
kejf = 1.0, and the reactivity change in dollar unit?
Ap becomes

Pefgtip = 1 - 1/k ff = k.* 2

L2TT + +Z TL .21
X + M B 2 + 2 (B+ ) + rZ

( A .4 4 )

The value in the brackets, of Eq. (A.4) J
between' 1.0 and 1.1 in the present work. Th;
fact allows us to neglect the anisotropy effected
T, L2 , and M2 described in the blanket. The B'i
nearly equal to BZ, and Eq. (A.4) becomes

Xf[*p I + 2 2 Bc) * (A.5

The Ap/Ah value, expressed by Eqs. (5) and (6),;
obtained from Eq. (A.5) by assuming a cosi
shape of axial flux.
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